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Get reports in a snap
If you are looking for any type of helpful gifting reporting on the 
Dashboard, there are a few places to look! These reports can be 
super helpful when you need to take a deeper dive into your 
launched Campaigns. 

To learn how to access reports, check out the 
steps below:



On the Gift Activity page, click the Email 
Report button on the right hand side of the 
page. 


When this link is clicked, you will receive a 
handy Excel file in your email that will contain 
helpful information including a detailed 
breakdown of all the information shown on the 
Gift Activity page. 


You’ll have insight into:
 Recipient's name
 Emails
 Date the reward was sen
 Sent tim
 Reward budge
 Accoun
 Campaign, & many more extremely helpful 

details in a consolidated format.


More insights, more data

On from the Gift Activity page, you can also find additional helpful 
Campaign reporting when you head to the Campaigns page on the 
Dashboard

 Once on the Campaigns page, navigate to a specific Campaign 
you’d like insight on, click the three dots and select View Report. 


This report will include information specific to that campaign and 
provide you with details like which products were the most popular 
claimed by your recipients. 



If you need this information in a handy report form, use the export to 
PDF link located in the right corner to download the PDF version.

Pro-tip: This report can also be filtered by Campaign & send date. If you’re looking for specific details about a certain 
Campaign, please choose that Campaign in the Campaign dropdown.
 

Another handy filter will be your Sent Date filter. To choose a specific date range to filter by, just head to the send date 
dropdown & pick which dates you would like to view information on.
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